
Comprehensive 
online solutions 

for Jewelry
Augmented Reality images

Interactive Try-on

Complete mobile-friendly sites

Enhanced user engagement

Increased sales

Reduced returns

From extensions that enhance existing 
sites to complete end-to-end solutions

Fully managed and hosted solutions that 
let you focus on your business and not 
the technology 

AR enhanced customer shopping 
experience is frictionless, responsive,
engaging, and accessible across all 
devices

Augmentes delivers an ecommerce 
platform for the unique  needs of jewelers:

End-to-End SaaS Solutions 
Turnkey & Hassle Free

Virtual Try-on - See the jewelry on a 
model or yourself

Product Configurator - Visually 
customize and personalize products 
in real-time

Visual Search - Enable shoppers to 
find products using photos

AR Scanner - Let customers scan and 
access product information

AR-powered digital solutions that easily 
integrate and enable shoppers to be 
engaged, educated and entertained.

VISUAL 
COMMERCE 

Accelerate Sales
Increase Conversions
Grow Your Business

https://augmentes.com/


Augmented Catalogs - Show products 
in a digital lookbook that can be easily 
updated

AI Search and Navigation - Easily find 
and see the products of interest

Payment Methods - Offer multiple 
options to pay or finance easily 
and securely

Integration - Connect ecommerce to 
ERP and other support systems

Impress your customers with an immersive 
shopping experience. Enhance your digital 
store, elevate customer experience and 
streamline operations with cutting-edge 
Features and Utilities.

E-COMMERCE
EXTENSIONS

Headless Commerce - Progressive Web
Application for super-responsive site that 
looks like a branded mobile app

Looks great and performs on any type 
or size device

Targeted Messaging - Send alerts &
stay connected with customers

Social Sharing - Increase traffic with 
social sharing by customers

Enhance brand loyalty and boost 
conversions with unmatched customer 
experiences. Customers buy anywhere, 
anytime with your branded high performing 
mobile web app.

MOBILE 
COMMERCE 

“Almost immediately, we experienced 
dramatic growth in our online sales 
that have only continued to grow…”

 David Sherwood, CEO, 
Daniels Jewelers

“The Product works
The support is fantastic

We stayed on time and on budget”

Mark Morgan, Marketing Director, 
Riddle’s Jewelry

"Our retail partners are the heart of our 
business, and we wholeheartedly desire 

their success. The AUGMENTes team 
comprehended this sentiment and 

exceeded my expectations by 
enhancing our store locator in ways 

beyond imagination."

Charlotte, 
Gadbois Jewelry

CONTACT US TODAY!

+1 281-401-9883

sales@augmentes.com

https://augmentes.com

tel:2814019883

